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Abstract
Web applications have witnessed a significant improvement that exhibit advanced user interface behaviors and
functionalities. Along with this evolution, Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) were proposed as a response to
these necessities and have combined the richness and interactivity of desktop interfaces into the web distribution
model. However, RIAs are complex applications and their development requires designing and implementation
which are time-consuming and the available tools are specialized in manual design. In this paper, we present a
new model driven approach in which we used well known Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) frameworks and
technologies, such as Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF), Query
View Transformation (QVTo) and Acceleo to enable the design and the code automatic generation of the RIA.
The method focus on simplifying the task for the designer and not necessary be aware of the implementation
specification.
Keywords: model, Meta model, transformation, Graphical User Interface, Rich Internet Application, code
generating
1. Introduction
Web applications concentrated all their activity around a client-server architecture where the processing is done
on the server side and the client side is only used to display static content. These HTML-based Web applications
are showing their limitations, especially when it comes to integrate complex activities to be performed via
Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). To overcome these limitations, development in information technology has
known a large evolution and several new technologies have been introduced. Among, desktop-like Web
applications, called Rich Internet Applications (RIAs). We focus our work on this kind of application because it
combines the benefits of the Web distribution model with the interface interactivity of desktop applications.
Moreover, RIAs provide a new client-server architecture that reduces significantly network traffic using more
intelligent asynchronous requests that send only small blocks of data.
In return, the design and implantation of graphical user interface for RIAs is known for its complexity and
difficulty in using existing tools, on the one hand. In addition, designers need to know the computer platforms,
users’ characteristics, environmental interaction, etc ..., which can become tedious, time-consuming and requires
additional efforts and can negatively affects the quality of the application. On the other, modeling approach is an
efficient way to master complexity and ensure consistency of applications. That is to say that a model-driven
approach adopted in the process of development of RIAs can significantly reduce the risk of rework and improve
the overall quality of the development process for RIAs.
In this context, in this paper we present a new approach based on Model Driven Engineering paradigm that
proposes a complete development process based on a set of models and transformations upon the Eclipse
Modeling Project that allows obtaining the implementation of Rich Internet Applications with JavaFX platform
as a target adopting a Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural design pattern, focusing on the graphical part
of the application. The proposed approach can be replicated for different design model and a different target
technology platform.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work dealing with Model-Driven development
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approaches. In Sections III we present the Model Driven Engineering Approach. Section IV describes the
proposed approach and technologies used to develop it, then we report the results of the case study of designing
and generating the RIA to validate the approach. Finally we conclude.
2. Related Work
Several works dealing with GUI’s automatic generation have emerged recently. (Kapitsaki et al. 2009) present a
model based approach and advocates in favor of a complete separation of the web application functionality from
the context adaptation at all development phases. Also, a Rich Internet Application for web based product
development was presented (Ahmed & Popov 2010). Besides, (Meliá et al. 2008) proposes an approach called
OOH4RIA which is a model driven development process that extends OOH methodology to generate GWT Rich
Internet Application. Also, a combination of the UML based Web Engineering (UWE) method for data and
business logic modeling with the RUX-Method for the user interface modeling of RIAs was proposed as
model-driven approach to RIA development (Linaje et al, 2007). In addition, a research based on the plasticity of
User Interface with the use of Model Driven Architecture concepts for the purpose of unifying the modeling for
GUI is presented (Sottet et al, 2007). Some researches apply model based approaches for multi-device user
interface development. Among them we can cite: TERESA (Transformation Environment for inteRactivE
Systems representations) (Berti et al, 2003) and MARIA with (Paterno et al, 2009). Also, UsiXML (USer
Interface eXtended Markup Language) (Vanderdonckt, 2005).
Another related work on applying MDA approach for RIAs is found in (Martinez-Ruiz et al, 2006). The
approach is based on XML User Interface description languages using XSLT as the transformation language
between the different levels of abstraction. Moreover, an MDA approach for AJAX web applications (Gharavi et
al, 2008) was the subject of a study that proposes an UML scheme using profiling for modeling AJAX user
interfaces; it adopts ANDROMDA tool for creating an AJAX cartridge to generate the corresponding AJAX
application code with back-end integration.
These works focused on using a UML profiling to define new ways to model the RIAs application. In our case,
we wanted to keep the task for designer as simple as possible and translate the user needs in terms of operations
and goals to achieve. So, we proposed new meta models to simplify the task for the designer and be able to
generate efficiently Rich Internet Application.
3. Model Driven Engineering
3.1 The OMG Approach and Acronyms
The OMG (The Object Management Group) initiated the Model Driven Architecture, an approach (Miller et al,
2003), to develop systems that offer more flexibility in the evolution of the system while remaining true to
customer needs and satisfaction. It is based on models throughout the whole development process.
Indeed, the approach relies on the separation into three layers of abstraction and the code: Computing
Independent Model (CIM), Platform Independent Model (PIM) and the Platform Specification Model (PSM).
We can define the three layers as follow in figure.1:

Figure 1. Levels of abstraction in Model Driven Architecture
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•

CIM: It represents a high level specification of the system’s functionalities and describes what the
system offers but hides all the technology specifications.

•

PIM: It allows the extraction of the common concept of the application independently from the
platform target so it enables its mapping to one or more platforms.

•

PSM: It combines the specifications in the PIM with the details of a chosen platform. It allows having
models conform to a specific platform and helps generating the appropriate code source.

3.2 Transformation Process in MDE
A transformation converts models from one level of abstraction to another, usually from a more abstract to less
abstract view, by adding more detail and information supplied by the transformation rules to respect the target
meta model.
There are two types of transformations in the MDA approach:
•

Model To Model: it concerns transformation to pass from CIM to PIM or from PIM to PSM.

•

Model To Text: it concerns the generation of the code from the entry model (the PSM) to a the
programming language related to the chosen platform.

Model To Model transformation with the modeling approach allows having productive models’ transformation,
independently of any execution platform. The OMG has developed a standard for this transformation language
which is the MOF 2.0 QVT (OMG, 2008), standing for Query View Transformation. The QVT specification has
a hybrid declarative/imperative nature, with the declarative part being split into two-level architecture. For this
work, we used the QVT-Operational mappings language implemented by Eclipse modeling.
For the code generation phase under the MOF Model To Text (MOFM2T) specification, there are a number of
tools aimed at the automation of applications development. The principle is to parse the representation of the
model in XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) form and apply templates that give the code source equivalent to
each model element. Optionally, the developer will have to add or edit source code portions to complete its
application code. Acceleo, among others, is an implementation of the “MOFM2T” standard, from the Object
Management Group (OMG). It is used in our work for final transformation and code generation of the RIA with
explicit Graphical User Interface.
4. The Model Driven Development Proposed Process
We propose a model-driven development process that adopts MDE technologies in order to enable the automatic
generation of a MVC Rich Internet Application, focusing on the graphical part, starting from a simplified
designed model. Indeed, we elaborated the tow meta models for the PIM and PSM as presented in the following
section, then we established the transformation rules. The first transformation engine; Model To Model using
QVT, generates the model respecting the MVC RIA application, while the second; Model To Text Acceleo
transformations gives the source and configuration files for the JavaFX application using Acceleo.
4.1 The PIM and PSM Proposed Meta Models
While developing the meta model, that is the input to our modeling process, we focused on keeping the terms as
simple as possible so the designer does not have to learn a new language or a complex design process. So, the
meta model translates the user’s vision of the graphical user interface in terms of actions and interactions, by
describing what is expected from the application from a graphical point of view.
The major goal of the view is described through the use case that is divided into several main operations that
gathers the atomic actions leading to achieve that goal. We added an enumeration of the basic actions’ types that
any user is familiar with (input, selection, clicks…). Finally, we assigned a property in each action (is it a
password, a single choice …), to help choose the most appropriate widget while defining the transformation
rules. All these elements are embraced in the UMLPackage.
Figure. 2 shows the proposed PIM meta model and the relationship between its elements described.
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Figure 2. Platform Independent proposed Meta Model
The PSM meta model for the JavaFX was developed taking into account the relation between the different layers
of the MVC architecture; which will avoid the GUI designer to worry about understanding the dynamics of
appearance between the different layers of application. That is to say, as shown in figure. 3, we have the three
packages: ViewPackage, ModelPackage and ControllerPackage that gather respectively the application’s views,
models and controllers.
Note that the View/Controller layers are responsible for describing the structure and content of views in terms of
graphical elements while the navigation flow is ensure through the controller’s handler that are connected to the
specified services from the model layer.
In our proposed PSM meta model, we detailed the presentation layer where the composite design pattern was
used to define the overlapping of graphical components in a RIA view; called the scene. The scene is composed
of graphical components, named controls that could be containers as Roots.
In addition to that, we added a hierarchical relationship between graphical components base on their type, and
we associate each component with its position in the grid that will divide the whole scene so we can put each
component in a specific position as defined in the input model.

Figure 3. MVC for JavaFX RIA proposed Meta Model
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4.2 The Transformation Process
Once the meta modeling phase established, comes the most important phase in the MDE approach, which is the
transformation process. Figure 4 summarizes the process with adopted in our approach:

Figure 4. Transformation process in the proposed approach
Indeed, we defined the transformation rules that we developed into a transformation engine using the standard
QVTo. This engine takes as input a model that is an instance of the PIM defined previously, and gives a MVC
JavaFX model that could be easily used to generate the whole code of the application.
The main method is the entry point of the transformation and takes the input and output model references as
arguments. It makes the correspondence between all elements under root element UmlPackage of the input
model and the elements of target root element JavaFXPackage, figure 5.

Figure 5. QVT portion of the transformation engine to JavaFX MVC
When the transformation rules defined and the engine is sufficiently working, the second step consists on
generating the code from the obtained PSM model instance. The template of the target JavaFX for MVC is
developed using the OMG standard Acceleo that automatically transform models obtained in the first
transformation phase into Code for JavaFX. An excerpt of the template is presented in figure 6:
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Figure 6. Acceleo templates for the transformation engine to JavaFX Code
The execution of these templates gives the source code of the application with Java and XML files for the views,
the presenters and the models. Those generated files are loaded in an IDE as a JavaFX project respecting the
MVC pattern. It gathers the three layers and specifically the graphical interface with all the components as
desired with all the connections with the application’s layers.
5.3 Results
We applied this approach to a running example of an online product search application. We defined the input
model, respecting the proposed PIM meta model and sufficiently describing the view elements that should
compose the generated view.
Figure 7. represents the result after applying the Model To Model transformation through the engine. The first
element in the generated PSM model is the JavaFXPackage that includes the view Package, the model Package
and the controller package standing for the MVC pattern. The controller package contains the controller for each
scene to handle the user events. It is also connected to the model to call the appropriate method for the event
raised.

Figure 7. Generated model for MVC Rich Internet Application
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The generated file has the entire description to generate the code application. Indeed, each component is typed
and has its position in the scene. This file gathers all the information required to easily generate java code
sources, FXML files for the views, packages and relationships between all of the layers of the MVC pattern.
After the design and generation of the application, the set of artifacts resulting from the whole process constitute
a RIA ready to be deployed and can be easily loaded into an IDE. Figure 8 shows the screenshot of the generated
view the application: the search product view with the form for the criteria of the research and a list that will give
all the available products.

Figure 8. The research product view automatically generated
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we applied the MDE approach to generate a Rich Internet Application. The process involves first
defining tow meta models as PIM and PSM respecting the MVC pattern for RIA. Second, we defined the
transformation rules for both Model To Model and Model To Text transformation. A case study conducted on
designing and generating a RIA for a search movie application has shown that the approach is valid and the
supporting tools work properly. In the future, we aim at extending this work to allow the generation of other
complex graphical components of RIAs and handling the layout management also. Furthermore, we can consider
integrating other frameworks like Flex and GWT and combine the approach with existing ones.
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